This paper presents a morphophonology-based Item-and-Process 
Introduction

Definitions and their Application to Polish
Lemmatization and morphological analysis are two basic tasks which are essential to a wide variety of applications in computational linguistics, such as machine translation, information retrieval and building electronic corpora. Lemmatization is understood to mean finding the basic dictionary form (or 'lemma') associated with an observed word form, a process which often entails morphological analysis, in which the grammatical categorization of the observed form is determined. The task of morphological analysis and lemmatization in Slavic languages is difficult and complex not only because of their rich morphology, but also because inflection can change word stems, making it harder to determine what the lemma should look like. The Polish word for 'hand ', for example, exhibits 3 stem forms (separated here from their suffixes by a hyphen), viz. nominative singular: ręk-a, locative singular: ręc-e and genitive plural: rąk-π (the π symbol represents the phonologically empty 'zero' suffix).
The basic premise of applications addressing this task in languages with suffixal morphology is that each word is comprised of two parts: a stem at the left of the word and a suffix at the right of the word. Using a naïve definition, the stem may be considered to be composed of the first n characters which all forms of a lemma have in common, while the remaining m characters form the suffix, marked in bold-face in the schematic representation in Figure 1 .
Fig. 1: Stems and suffixes according to the naïve definition
If we wish to identify the suffix of a particular form, and thereby its morphological categorization, the most straight-forward algorithm is to go over the input string trying to break it up into all possible stem-suffix pairs, and then to look up each possible suffix in a table. For example, the form <pisze> '(she or he) writes' can be divided into: p-isze, pi-sze, pis-ze, pisz-e or even pisze-, if we allow for a π suffix. The Tokarski Index is exactly such a table of suffixes for Polish. 1 However, since Polish has a very high frequency and variety of morphophonemic alternations, this approach results in both a very large list of suffixes (the Tokarski index contains over 18,000 entries), and a possible linguistic misrepresentation of the concept of 'suffix', which will frequently and inconsistently include parts of the stem. For instance the forms <ręce> and <rąk> mentioned above are analyzed in the Tokarski index, in keeping with the naïve definition, with the suffixes '-ęce' and '-ąk', the base form of which has the suffix '-ęka'; this essentially usurps part of the stem into the suffix, leaving a stem 'r-'. Furthermore, different variants of what is essentially the same suffix must be recorded 1. Tokarski (1993) . For implementations see Bień & Szafran (2001) separately. For example, the ordinary suffix for a nominative singular masculine adjective is -y, as in <piękny> 'beautiful ', but if the stem ends in a velar consonant it is always -i, as in <ciężki> 'heavy'; the two alternants are entirely conditioned by the preceding consonant and actually represent the same suffix. Conversely, different suffixes can appear identical, as in the masculine personal plural (also called 'virile') of the same adjectives, where the forms seem to exhibit the opposite suffixes: <piękni> and <ciężcy>. This means that a text-based index must keep separate entries for -ny, -ni, -ki, -cy, etc., which is not only redundant but also potentially error-prone. It also makes it difficult to maintain or expand the index, and possibly even to analyze unexpected loan words or productive word formations, as we shall briefly demonstrate and discuss in sections 3.1. and 3.3. The remaining two subsections of this introduction will discuss theoretical approaches to morphological analysis, particularly in the computational context, and previous work on their application to Polish and related languages, respectively. Section 2. will present a morphophonological algorithm for Polish morphological analysis, first describing the phonological analysis of orthographic strings in Polish, and then the application of phonotactic rules to extract suffixes from the resulting phoneme arrays. Section 3. discusses issues in the implementation of this algorithm, such as lexicon structure, heuristics for reducing redundancy, and the benefits and applications of the morphophonemic approach for Polish, particularly with regard to the study of the suffixes it identifies.
Theoretical Models of Morphological Analysis
The orthography based search outlined so far is essentially non-linguistically motivated, as it cuts off stems and suffixes in the middle of morphemes, which one might otherwise like to keep indivisible. There are however several more linguistically motivated models for analyzing inflectional morphology, which have also been used in computational linguistics for automated morphological analysis. A key distinction between three different approaches was made by Hocket (1954) , who coined the terms Item-and-Process, Item-and-Arrangement and Wordand-Paradigm approaches to morphological analysis (for an in depth discussion see also Matthews 1991) .
Item-and-Process models, which are well established in computational linguistics for morphological analysis, essentially derive the different possible surface forms of a lexical item from a single underlying base form using morphophonological rules, following the tradition of generative phonology (a classical example of which is found in Chomsky & Halle 1968) . This single form can either be an actual form of the item, such as the lemma form used in dictionary entries (e. g., the nominative singular for Polish nouns), or some other form from which it is easier to derive the other forms of the lemma (e. g., the genitive in Latin, which is more informative as regards nominal inflection than the nominative). In some cases it may even be preferred to use a form that is not at all represented in the language directly, if it can be used as a theoretical base form from which all other forms can be most easily derived. In computer applications, using the accepted dictionary form has the advantage that a dictionary of such forms is more likely to be already electronically available, saving much work (cf. sections 3.1. and 3.3.). Morphophonological rules can then be used to describe changes resulting from inflection, such as the 'k' in <ręka> being replaced by a 'c' in <ręce> under the influence of the following 'e', or more generally by using phonological features to form a rule stating that, say, a velar stop before a front vowel becomes a dental fricative (which also applies to a similar change 'g' > 'dz' in <noga> : <nodze> 'foot'). Another rule could describe the alternation 'ę' : 'ą' in the form <rąk> and so on. The algorithm presented in section 2. of this paper follows this model for Polish analysis and suffix extraction.
Item-and-Arrangement models, by contrast, list all variants of each morpheme comprising a word form, so that several different stem forms may appear in the lexicon: in the case of ręka we would need three, ręk-, ręc-and rąk-. The lexicon must also contain instructions as to which stem is used for which kinds of morphological forms (i. e. with which suffixes it is compatible). Word-and-Paradigm models associate each lemma with an inflectional type, and store the instructions for dealing with each type separately. In this case we would assert that <ręka> and <noga> both form the locative singular in the same way, and specify the necessary alternations 'k' : 'c' or 'g' : 'dz' only once in the paradigms associated with the word forms. As we will see, both Item-and-Arrangement and Word-and-Paradigm models, which have also enjoyed considerable popularity for the analysis of languages with rich morphology (see next section), make greater demands on the lexicon being used, since alternate stem forms must be either directly listed or explicitly referred to. All three models must also deal with irregularities in some way, usually by listing them in the lexicon (cf. section 3.1.), since it is not practicable to design special rules or paradigms for individual irregularities in inflection (such as the nominative plural of <ręka> being the irregular <ręce> 'hands', an old dual form) or suppletions (e. g., the comparative of <dobry> 'good' being <lepszy> 'better').
Before discussing the application of these models to Polish and related languages, one reservation needs to be made. While there is a lot to be said for the relationship between these basic models and the reality of morphological representations in the human brain, it must be clearly stated that we are concerned here only with the computational aspects of these models (and a fortiori only with models which are computationally implementable). As it is in fact difficult to believe that the brain has such clear cut distinctions and operates so neatly, studies in recent years have suggested substantially more complicated architectures (see e. g., Bybee 1995) . Criticism has been raised in particular with regard to the inability of the above models to account for the effects of type and token frequency on morphological productivity (i. e. widespread morphs exerting analogical pressure on infrequent items, and retention of irregularities in frequent items), the relationship between semantic and morphological markedness, and other phenomena (see Bybee 1988 Bybee , 1995 , but these will not be discussed here. We will however be concerned with some of the implications of these models in the context of processing less idealized natural language, and especially with morphological productivity, as it implies difficulties for listing all possible stems and their forms, as well as for certainty in the associations between each stem and particular suffixes. These considerations have direct consequences for the performance and coverage of a tagging algorithm, regardless of the discussion concerning the cognitive reality of a morphological model.
Previous Work
Although Item-and-Process models have enjoyed much popularity in computational linguistics for many languages, 2 other models have been preferred for Slavic languages in general and for Polish in particular. This is partly due to the (until more recently) prohibitive processing costs involved with computing phonological feature-based rules for the complex morphology, but also, at least for Polish, because of the good coverage already available using resources such as the Tokarski Index (cf. the applications in note 1 above). Š ipka & Končar (1997), for instance, use a Word-and-Paradigm model, defining inflection classes for Polish and Serbo-Croatian which point to text-based rules, so that each entry in the lexicon specifies the kind of inflection it undergoes, as well as any irregular forms. Thus the Polish noun <koza> 'goat', which has a genitive plural form <kó z> (with a vowel alternation or 'mutation' in the stem) is associated with a paradigm which states that the 'o' is re-placed by 'ó ' in this form, and this paradigm is associated with all similarly inflecting words (Š ipka & Končar 1997: 431) .
While this has the definite advantage of allowing the easy generation of whole paradigms for each entry, it also requires substantial lexicographic work (namely in the association of dictionary entries with particular paradigms), which is not necessarily required if we are only interested in morphological analysis. Another possible problem arises in cases where a mutation may or may not occur, such as <kopa> 'stack', which has two possible genitive plural forms, viz. <kó p> and <kop>, with and without mutation respectively. Even if such known cases are associated with two paradigms, morphological productivity will inevitably create further, unforeseen cases. Furthermore, various patterns which may exhibit the same mutation rule must be defined separately. For example, the Polish alternation between 'o' and 'ó ' occurs in identical phonological environments in the feminine and neuter genitive plural, the masculine nominative singular and the imperative, to name a few, and these changes must be repeatedly referred to in every paradigm affected by this rule. In order to reduce the amount of patterns required, Š ipka and Končar also implement 'string cleanup rules' at the orthographic level to adjust illegal strings. Thus the Polish phonological rule conditioning the realization of /y/ as phonetic [i] (and correspondingly orthographic <i>) after velars is expressed using a simple string replacement operation changing <ky> to <ki> and <gy> to <gi>. This component incorporates an Item-and-Process based approach on an orthographic level, essentially forming a finite-state transducer operating on the output of the core components of the system (cf. the literature in note 2), but this forms a relatively minor part of the entire system. Recent formalizations of Czech morphology (Osolsobě 1997 , Osolsobě et al. 2002 , Sedláček & Smrž 2001 adopt an Item-and-Arrangement approach, where all variant stems of each lemma are found in the lexicon together with instructions as to which stem is used for which grammatical forms. The stems are divided into a 'stem base', which is the part common to all forms of a lemma (as in the r-in our ręka example) and an 'intersegment', which forms the variable part of the stem (as in -ęk-, -ęc-, -ąk-). Thus the word <hora> 'mountain', dative/locative <hoře>, has the stem base and intersegments ho-{r,ř}, and the following dictionary entry:
( 1) hor-a,y,u,o,ou hoř-e,e Each stem form is followed by the suffixes it may combine with, which are then represented in a more abbreviated fashion using named sets:
where S5 stands for the suffix set {a, y, u, o, ou}, and so on (Sedláček & Smrž 2001: 3Ϫ4) . The benefit is a unified mechanism for dealing with irregularities (they are listed under the dictionary entry), but the amount of redundant information and the dictionary's complexity are even greater. Although these approaches are very effective in analyzing grammatical categories, and ideally suited to generating paradigms, they require a great effort in preparing a special lexicon and do not attempt to identify the suffixes used in the analysis uniformly and unambiguously. Identifying these suffixes can not only simplify and substantially narrow down the dictionary and suffix list, but also be of substantial linguistic value, which will be discussed below.
Analysis Algorithm
From Orthography to Phonology
Since the algorithm presented here is morphophonology based, the first step of analysis, given a tokenized input text, is extracting a phonological representation. While Polish orthography does represent the phonetics of the language, extracting phonemes from it is nontrivial. This is however necessary in order to create a successful analysis algorithm based on relatively few rules. In the best case, a Polish orthographic word is composed of a string of characters, each of which represents one phoneme (3). In other cases two letters can stand for one phoneme, i. e. a digraph (4):
There are however more complicated cases. Most notably, the letter <i> can either stand for a vowel, in which case it represents an allophone of /y/ (the choice between <y> and <i> depends on the preceding phoneme), 3 or it can merely mark the previous consonant as palatalized, or it may do both:
(marks palatality and a vowel)
This means <i> can be part of a digraph, or even a trigraph: <dzie> ↔ /dź/;/e/. Another complication comes from the fact that certain consonant clusters in Polish behave as distinct units, exhibiting different phonotactic behavior from their constituents. For example, the cluster /sł/ is palatalized in certain environments as one unit into the cluster /śl/ instead of the /ł/ being palatalized alone, without affecting the preceding /s/. Such clusters can therefore be regarded from a morphophonological point of view as having phonemic status, meaning that a chain of up to five characters will require its own phonemic analysis, e. g.: <ździa> ↔ /źdź/;/a/ (where the letter 'i' again only marks the preceding palatalization). Complex strings are therefore stored in a table, and are described in terms of their orthography and the underlying or 'encoded' phonological units: 4 Once the phonemes underlying a string have been established, the analyzed input token receives an array of phonemes representing it. Note that since the phonological analysis is deterministic, lexically or morphologically distinct homonyms will receive the same phoneme array; different analyses only come into play during the morphological analysis (see the next section), where ambiguity is possible. Each one of these phonemes is represented through a phoneme datatype, which holds the relevant phonological information, such as voicing, place and manner of articulation, as well as some properties relevant specifically to Polish (and to Slavic languages in general), such as 'softness' of consonants, and 'mutation classes' (labeled R1ϪR4, using the conventions in Swan 2002: 24Ϫ26), 5 which define which consonants can derive from which other consonants through morphophonemic mutation (see section 2.2.). Phonemes are identified by codes independently of the way they are represented orthographically; thus <ci> and <yć> are both comprised of the same two phonemes: /ć/ and /y/ and these are given the codes ć; and y; (all codes end in a semicolon). The phonological encoding follows the traditional scheme in Swan (2002) , which has proven functionally adequate and simpler to implement than SPE-based standard feature analysis (Chomsky & Halle 1968 and developments thereof) or a feature geometry scheme (Clements 1985 and related work). Thus parameters like place and manner of articulation have several possible values, as illustrated in Table 2 . The phoneme /ć/ for example, is stored as a non-voiced, non-vocalic (i. e. consonantal), palatal (place ϭ 3) affricate (manner ϭ 2), with 'softness ϭ 2' indicating that it is 'soft' (relevant for phonotactic behavior), and the R3ϪR4 values of 0, that it does not undergo these mutations. The symbol -t in R1Ϫ R2 indicates that it may be derived from the phoneme /t/ through R1 and R2 mutations. The phoneme /t/ (in the second row of the table), conversely, shows a parallel value ϩć, indicating that it may produce that phoneme under R1 or R2 mutation. This means that possible mutations are encoded already at the level of phonological analysis. 6 It is important to note that this representation scheme is morphophonological and not phonological. This means, for instance, that the vowel spelled <ó >, which is pronounced [u] , is not identical to the vowel spelled <u>, which is pronounced in the same way and may appear in the same phonological environments. This is because the morphophoneme /ó / exhibits a realization <o> (phonetic [o] ) in certain morphophonological environments, whereas /u/ does not. The result is two distinct 5. Diachronically, the four possible consonantal mutations, labeled RlϪ4, correspond largely to effects of the second Slavic palatalization (which occurs mostly before ProtoSlavic monophthongized diphthongs), the first Slavic palatalization (which occurs before Proto-Slavic front vowels), palatalization of consonants followed by Proto-Slavic */j/, and the Polish softening of velars before /e/ and /y/, respectively. 6. This is however equivalent to defining underspecified morphophonemes and rules to determine their realization (cf. Beesley & Karttunen 2003: 162Ϫ167) .
phonemes, with identical phonological features, but different morphophonological features (i. e. the fields describing mutations). 7 Beyond the phonemes we have already encountered, there are also some phonemes which have no direct orthographic representation, e. g., the palatalized variants of certain consonants already mentioned above, such as b', w', p', k', etc. These are only represented within longer strings (e. g., <bie> ↔ /b'/;/e/). Another symbol which has no phonetic representation is the token border sign '#', which is added before and after all tokens for analysis, and removed before lemmatization. This makes it possible to define a 'zero-suffix': /#/ ϭ "stem only, no ending at all", and also to condition mutation rules based on word initial or word final position (see next section).
Finally, the mutation operators R1ϪR4 may or may not be seen as morphophonemes in the synchronic sense; they represent morphophonemic sound changes which can be motivated by historical processes. For instance, the sequence <ce> can be motivated by the change of an underlying /k/ which sometimes occurs before a vowel /e/. A 'different' vowel /e/ may change /k/ into /cz/ producing <cze>. Swan (2002: 23Ϫ 24) defines 5 vowels /e/ with different symbols for this purpose, as well as several variants of /y/ and some 'null' phonemes. Examples of the two changes above illustrate his notation: 8
It has been found more computationally economical here to define 'pseudo-phonemes' to represent the possible mutations, which repeat regardless of which vowel (if any) is involved:
(10) <ręce> ↔ r;ę;k; ϩ R1;e;
(11) <krzyczeć> ↔ k;rz;y;k; ϩ R2;e;ć; 7. A similar distinction could be made between German morphophonemes /e/ and /ä/. The form /gäste/, for instance, implies a possible form /gast/, but /feste/ does not imply */fast/. Representing both vowels with one morphophoneme /e/ would be discarding information. 8. Calling these 'different /e/'s' is not untenable, at least from the historical point of view.
In the following two examples the first /e/ derives from an old diphthong, the ending *-āi of the locative singular feminine, while the second /e/ derives from a long 'e' in the infinitive ending *-ēti.
One may therefore consider /R1e/, /R1y/, etc. to be single, indivisible morphophonemes (equivalent to ȇ 1 etc. in Swan's notation), or accept /R1/ etc. as separate morphophonemes whose existence is reflected only in the mutations which they cause.
Morphophonemic Analysis
Before describing the process of analysis, the definition of a morphological suffix must be revisited. In section 1.1., the most straightforward definition seemed to be that the stem contains that part of a word form which is common to all word forms derived from the same lemma, and the suffix contains the remaining characters. 9 However, with the adoption of phonemes as the basic unit rather than graphemes, certain divisions become impossible: e. g., pis-ać 'to write' and pis-ał '(he) was writing' are possible, but although pis-ze '(he or she) writes' would allow us to keep the same stem 'pis-', the segmentation is impossible, since <sz> represents a single, indivisible phoneme. But a stem 'pi-' (which would also be common to, e. g., 'pi-ć' 'to drink'), and worse a suffix '-sać', need not be resorted to if we use a multi-level generative model and consider the form <pisze> to be derived from an underlying /#;p';y;s;R3;e;#;/. Thus the stem could essentially still be 'pis-' and the suffix would be /R3e#/. This 'abstracted' suffix, 10 independent of its surface form, contains the representation of a mutation which occurs in many similarly conjugated verbs, where it creates a variety of orthographically and phonetically distinct forms. Note that this description is not equivalent to an orthographic level rule stating that <sze> ϭ <s> ϩ <e>, since we also have cases where a different e-suffix results in <s> ϩ <e> ϭ <sie>. /R3e#/ is therefore distinct from other e-suffixes, and is limited to particular morphological environments. This analysis has many advantages: it has morphophonological explanatory power, it unites similarly inflected words with identical suffixes, it can identify productive use of a suffix producing a previously unencountered string, and it also eliminates the need for representing multiple stems within a dictionary entry (barring the few cases of suppletion, see section 3.1.).
9. This definition doesn't follow the traditional notion of 'suffix' or 'ending' in IndoEuropean linguistics. We may consider 'ł' in <mó gł>, '(he) could ', a suffix of the preterit form, although historically it is a derivational suffix of the perfect participle, followed by the case ending, nom. sg. masc. -Ø < -ǔ < *-os. Synchronically it is possible to defend such suffixes on the basis of their alternation with other suffixes, and all the more so considering it is likely many Indo-European suffixes and endings had comparable fusional origins. 10. I avoid the term morpheme, since such a suffix may contain multiple morphemes, as we shall see further on.
In order to reach the abstract suffix, an algorithm must identify and reverse a possible mutation at the stem-suffix border. Once the phonemes have been abstracted from the orthographic string, still possibly in mutated form, every possible border between phonemes is considered for creating a stem-suffix pair. The contact point between the two is then compared to a rule table describing possible phonotactic changes, which lists what kinds of phoneme sequences (in terms of phonological features) result from contact between what kinds of morphophonemes. 11 The following example illustrates how these rules operate: the phoneme array /#ręce#/ contains 6 phonemes, including the start and end of token symbols. One of its segmentations is /#ręc-e#/. The rule in Table  3 states that a consonant (vowel ϭ 1) with a negative (i. e. derived) R1 value followed by a front vowel (softness ϭ 6; the softness parameter doubles as a front/mid/back parameter for vowels) and the token end sign (#), may result from contact between its positive (i. e. primary) R1 counterpart on the left, and the morphophoneme R1, followed by the same front vowel on the right (identified by co-indexing). 
softness ϭ 6, index ϭ 2; softness ϭ 6, index ϭ 2; #; #;
A more legible notation for the same rule would be:
Since /c/ is the negative R1 counterpart of /k/, and /e/ is a front vowel (this information was retrieved from the phoneme table during phoneme extraction), a possible analysis is created with the stem /#ręk/ and a suffix /R1e#/. /R1/ appears as part of the suffix to indicate that this suffix always causes R1 mutation of the preceding consonant, while the phoneme /k/ has a property which indicates what the effect of R1 on it is. The suffix /R1e#/ can now be looked up in a suffix table, which contains the entries in Table 4. 11. Finite-state rules are often used to describe symbol to symbol correspondences (see e. g., Beesley & Karttunen 2003: 133) . However the analogous behavior of many Polish phonemes makes rules defined in terms of phonological features more compact and easier to maintain (cf. Kaplan & Kay 1994 : 346Ϫ351 on feature notation for phonological rewrite rules). The first entry suggests that the form is a locative (case ϭ 6) singular feminine substantive (type ϭ S), and that the lemma may be found by adding the base suffix /a#/ to the stem. The resulting lemma /#ręk-a#/ can then be converted into a string using the phoneme table (note this is still a phoneme array) and looked up in the dictionary. With the lemma verified, an analysis can be created with inflectional information from the table, including the suffix and base-suffix used in the analysis. In many cases, it is the reconstruction of the base form which will involve morphophonemic alternations, which means that the phonotactic table must be consulted at this stage too. Thus the form /#gryzł#/ '(he) bit' may be analyzed using the suffix /ł#/, with no morphophonemic alternations, 12 using the second row in Table 4 .
This entry suggests that the suffix marks a third person singular masculine preterit verb form, whose base form may be reached with the suffix /ć#/. Note that the 'Conditions' field specifies limitations on the structure of the stem to which the suffix is attached, in the form of literal phoneme codes or phoneme property arrays, in this case stipulating that it must end with a consonant (consonant stems take the unmediated infinitive suffix /ć#/). Since this is the case here (the stem /#gryz-/ ends with the consonant phoneme /z/), the algorithm consults the phonotactic table and finds the following rule: 
Left
Right Result manner ϭ 3, softness ϭ1, place ϭ 2, ć; manner ϭ 3, softness ϭ 2, place ϭ 3, R1 ϭ ϩ, index ϭ 1; #; R1 ϭ Ϫ, index ϭ 1; ć; #;
On the left side is a hard (softness ϭ 1) dental (place ϭ 2) sibilant (manner ϭ 3), while on the right the literal phoneme /ć/ is followed by the end of token sign. The 'Result' field describes the same elements, with the R1 value of the sibilant changed from ϩ to Ϫ, place of articulation from dental to palatal and softness from hard to soft, in this case expressing a change from /z/ to /ź/, which yields the projected lemma form <gryźć> for lookup. Put another way:
Phonemes that are transformed by phonotactic rules must be identified both in the 'Result' field and in the 'Left' or 'Right' field, and both appearances are linked by co-indexing (the 'index' property). Other elements may only appear on one side of the equation, in which case they are not indexed. An example of this are rules describing vocalic syncope, the deletion of a vowel as a result of syllabic structure. The word <dworzec> 'station', for instance, has the dative plural <dworcom>. The /e/ that causes an R2 mutation in the nominative is absent in this form. The rule in Table 6 recovers the base form. 
Right Result vowel ϭ 1, index ϭ 1, vowel ϭ 2, index ϭ 3; vowel ϭ 1, index ϭ 1, R2 ϭ ϩ; R2 ϭ Ϫ; e; vowel ϭ 1, vowel ϭ 1, index ϭ 2; index ϭ 2; vowel ϭ 2, index ϭ 3;
The phoneme /e/ on the left side is absent from the 'Result' field, meaning that adding a vowel to the CeC structure in 'Left' can result in deletion of the /e/, and depalatalization of the first consonant (R2: Ϫ > ϩ). Put differently (subscripts mark co-indexing):
Also note that this time the end of token sign is absent, since the vowel isn't necessarily the end of the suffix Ϫ indeed here it is followed by /m#/. The part covered by the rule is in brackets here: /#dwo[r 1 c 2 -o 3 ]m#/. The suffix /om#/ is found in the suffix table with a base suffix /#/ (the 'zero' suffix). The reconstructed stem (containing the 'Left' field, marked in brackets) and base suffix are then: /#dwo[rz 1 ec 2 ]-#/. This procedure allows the consistent definition of suffixes, so that /om#/ stands for the dative plural regardless of consequent stem mutations. The text-based alternative would be to define a suffix '-rcom' with a base suffix '-rzec', or even actually ignoring the digraph to define the odd looking pair '-com' : '-zec'.
Implementation
Lexicon Structure, Irregularities and Suppletions
The algorithm which has been presented in this paper so far is lexicon based, that is it depends on the existence of a lemma listing for the algorithm's output to be matched with. The lexicon used in conjunction with the algorithm is based on the downloadable web version of Swan's A Learner's Polish-English Dictionary, which is available on the author's web site at http://polish.slavic.pitt.edu. The dictionary is the result of a compilation of classroom text vocabulary lists and frequency lists that have been supplemented by filling in such logical gaps as a complete list of pronouns, etc. As such the dictionary is fairly small, currently containing around 27,000 entries, though it is set for a minor revision which is in preparation at the time of writing this article. Since the algorithm relies only on the lemma form (and not on information regarding inflected forms), it was only necessary to extract headwords and part of speech, gender and aspect information, which was done using simple regular expressions. Highly irregular, and some indeclinable forms needed to be added manually, but these were only a few hundreds. The lexicon in use at present approaches 28,000 lemmas. The development effort of the lexicon could thus be kept to a minimum thanks to its simplicity, which would not have been possible in some other morphological approaches (cf. section 1.3.). The lexicon is essential for determining the part of speech, and possibly the gender or aspect of a word, since these often cannot be discerned from the form itself. 13 For instance, the form <bokiem> is the instrumental singular of the masculine noun <bok> 'side', but could also have been derived from a neuter noun *<boko> (cf. Szafran 1997: 438Ϫ439 on multiple lemma hypotheses in the automatic analysis of Polish morphology). Worse still, there are many ways of reconstructing the lemma using different morphophonological rules; the nominative of the same word form could have been *<bó k>, through the o : ó alternation already mentioned, which is active in similar words like <bó g> : <bogiem> 'God'. That these options are also considered is not entirely bad, since, as mentioned in section 1.3., this means that it is also possible to identify productive use of rules, as in the two variant genitive plural forms of <kopa> 'stack', viz. <kó p> and <kop>.
However with the very large number of possible analyses that can be derived along these lines, the dictionary does remain indispensable for any analysis, which raises questions regarding the analysis of forms whose lemmas as they appear in the dictionary cannot be deduced directly using rules. For closed classes, such as the personal pronouns with their idiosyncratic inflections, the solution is clearly to form a complete list of the relevant forms, and this is essentially also the solution chosen by all taggers for Slavic languages, and most likely for the vast majority of other inflecting languages. But given that we are interested in extracting or even tagging suffix information in itself (see also section 3.3.), we must face some complicated decisions already when dealing with closed classes. The suffixes for these forms can be specified just as well as their lemmas, but does it make sense to assign suffixes to them at all?
It is here suggested that suffixes are only informative in so far as they are found in alternation with other suffixes. It is therefore sensible to define the suffix of, say, <nami> instrumental form of the first person plural personal pronoun ('us'), as -ami#, insofar as it alternates with the suffix -as# in the accusative, genitive and locative <nas> and with -am# in the dative <nam>. Forms which have no meaningful alternation, such as the nominative of the same pronoun, <my> 'we', could be given the suffix -# to express that the whole form belongs to the lexeme, or even no suffix at all, in order to distinguish this from the meaningful zero suffix -#, which occurs in alternation with other suffixes e. g., in <kop> as opposed to <kopa>.
Even more difficult is the question of dealing with multiple stems in suppletive paradigms, such as <my> : <nas> etc., though technically speaking, such cases are only problematic when they affect (relatively) open classes; thus we don't need to be concerned with relations like <my> : <nas> which can easily be listed. Rather, this is most relevant for irregular verbs such as <iść> 'go', which forms past tense forms from a different stem #szed-or #sz-, and adjectives which form supple-tive comparatives such as <dobry> 'good' : <lepszy> 'better'. The difficulty is that although the relevant stems form a closed (if somewhat large) list, they can enter into productive word formation processes, such as verbal prefixation (e. g., iść forms the complex verbs <wyjść> 'go out', <dojść> 'arrive', etc.), and take regular suffixes (<lepszy> has a regular genitive <lepszego> etc.), motivating a different approach. Instead of listing each of these forms separately, which does not necessarily guarantee complete coverage and makes the lexicon more difficult to create, maintain and expand, we can list only one entry, the expected lemma form (if it were possible to arrive at the lemma regularly), and this entry will then refer on to the correct, irregular lemma.
Since these referential entries can be arrived at through normal analysis processes, their analysis also yields suffix information. The relationship between these suffixes and the lemma is different, since it cannot be said that the suffixes appear in alternation with the suffix of the lemma. But since we only create referential entries for inflecting items (indeclinable forms cannot be analyzed with the suffix table anyway, and are just listed in the closed list of irregularities), using the suffix information is justified in this case because suffixes alternate with each other. Thus past tense forms of <iść> 'go', such as <szli> (third person virile plural) and <szły> (third person non-virile plural), can correctly be analyzed with the suffixes -li# and -ły#, uniting them with similar regularly inflected forms such as <padli> and <padły> '(they) fell', which take the same suffixes. This facilitates drawing statistical conclusions about the distribution of these suffixes in a corpus, since we can be sure that even instances of suffixes in suppletive paradigms are identified. It remains difficult nonetheless to justify assigning a lemma suffix to such forms, since there is no objective way of establishing one given only the information available from the lemma and the inflected form. The motivation to do so comes from cases where the stem of the lemma also exhibits multiple suffixes, e. g., the lemma <iść> can be arrived at regularly from the stem #id-and the infinitive suffix -ć#, and the same stem appears in present tense forms like <idę> '(I) go', which has the suffix -ę#. We thus have a situation in which certain forms of the same lemma have a lemma suffix, while others don't. The only way around this is to supply the lemma suffix for each referential entry, or give up all lemma suffix information for stems which are referred to by such entries.
Shortcuts and Heuristics
As already mentioned in sections 1.3 and 3.1, among the reasons why phonological feature-based Item-and-Process approaches may have been less appealing for the automated analysis of such morphologically rich languages as Polish is the intensive computation involved, as well as the large sets of results produced by the analysis. Although computers have become much more powerful in recent years, exhaustive computation of the algorithm outlined so far could still lead to rather long processing times and much redundancy. If we have, for example, a fairly long inflected word form such as <niebezpiecznego> 'dangerous', which comprises 14 units (/#;n';e;b;e;z;p';e;cz;n;e;g;o;#;/) even before we reckon with possible mutations, we would have to compare each of its 13 possible segmentations to each of our phonotactic rules, of which there are at present 46, thus 13 ϫ 46 ϭ 598 rule tests. Once these are carried through, we would have to search for the suffixes produced by every match. The 'empty' rule showing no mutation (cf. note 12) would match all 13 segmentations, and many other rules could apply at different points: R2, R3 or R4 mutations are theoretically possible after /n'/ and /p'/, R4 is also possible after /n/ (since R4 does not affect n), and many other more specific rules could apply at various points. For each possible suffix that does exist in the suffix table, we would then need to attempt a lemma reconstruction using its lemma suffix and every possible rule (since rules can apply during reconstruction, cf. section 2.2.). Thus the number of rule tests becomes very large, in fact totaling at 1,879 for this form.
It quickly becomes clear, however, that the search space can be very substantially reduced, since many of these options need not be checked at all. When weeding out those options we do not need to check, we can distinguish between strategies that allow us to dismiss certain possibilities with no loss of correct results (hence "shortcuts") and strategies that give up certain highly unlikely possibilities with possible losses ("heuristics"). A very simple shortcut can be demonstrated using the above example. Although we considered all possible segmentations of the word /#;n';e;b;e;z;p';e;cz;n;e;g;o;#;/, there is actually no need to examine segmentations which result in suffixes longer than the maximum possible suffix length in the suffix table, which is 9 units long (e. g., /-R2ejącego#/, marking a genitive present participle). In fact, suffixes are usually no longer than 5 units, and forms with longer ones can be recognized fairly easily since such suffixes generally belong either to forms which are derived from verbs ending in <-wać> and contain the string <-owa->, <-iwa-> or <-ywa->, to present participles containing the string <-jąc->, or to comparatives and superlatives containing the string <-ejsz->. The required 'search depth' is thus set to 5 by default, but can be increased if the right-hand side of the string includes one of the above substrings, indicating that the suffix may be longer.
Often we'll be able to use another shortcut to reduce the necessary search depth even further. In a form such as <znaczy> '(she/he/it) signi-fies' /#;z;n;a;cz;y;#;/, there is no point creating segmentations to the left of the phoneme /cz/, since /cz/ appears in no possible Polish suffix, nor can it result from the mutation of any suffix Ϫ thus it must belong to the stem. It is therefore impossible to miss analyses by skipping segmentations to the left of it, as these would match no possible combination of rule and suffix (these would have to include /cz/ in the suffix or produce another suffix by a mutation of /cz/), and doing this reduces the search depth to 2, saving a lot of work. An additional feature 'IN_SUFFIX' is therefore represented in the phoneme table for each phoneme, which will be set to 'false' for /cz/, but 'true' for e. g., /y/, a phoneme which can appear in suffixes. Another possibility which can always be ruled out, regardless of length, is segmentation immediately following the initial border sign /#/, since no word form consists entirely of a suffix and a phonologically empty stem. This is only relevant for relatively short forms, where the search depth would reach the initial border sign, but nonetheless saves one segmentation to be searched for every rule.
Further shortcuts can take advantage of the fact that not all rules are equally applicable to the analysis of forms and the generation of lemmas. The R1 mutation, for instance, happens not to occur in any base form (nominative singular for nominal forms, infinitive for verbs, etc.), and we can thus safely ignore all rules involving an R1 mutation in the process of reconstructing lemmas. Conversely, some rules are only relevant for lemma reconstruction, but not for analysis. For example the rule reconstructing the infinitive of inflected sibilant stem verbs (e. g., -z ϩ ć# > źć#), which was already depicted in section 2.2. (Table 5) , is unnecessary for analysis, since its result field will only match sibilant stem infinitives, but these can simply be analyzed with the suffix ć#, with no need to apply the mutation (which would only result in the same suffix). This means we can mark rules as applicable to either lemma recovery only ("reconstructors"), analysis only ("deconstructors") or both. We can then query only the relevant subset of rules for analysis and reconstruction respectively.
We can also make use of information derived from the suffix and from the orthographic form being analyzed to decide which rules to test for. It is for instance clear that reconstruction of a lemma with a suffix not ending with -ć# should not be considered for rules generating infinitives like the sibilant infinitive rule in our previous example; likewise the rule for the alternation o : ó need not be checked if the form contains neither character. We can thus add restrictions on substrings of the analyzed form for each rule which are relevant for either analysis or reconstruction. Note that while we consult the string to choose which rules are even possible, the analysis itself proceeds morphophonemically as outlined in section 2., so far producing exactly the same results as the algorithm running with no shortcuts at all.
Further economy can still be attained by using less safe heuristics. The most substantial of these concerns the fact that some rules need to be applied very infrequently, but are difficult to rule out using a simple constraint on the string. For instance, an R3 mutation can occur before consonants or in final position in the imperative of some verbs, such as <pisz> 'write!' /#p'ys/ ϩ /R3#/ (cf. the infinitive <pisać> with /s/). The overwhelming majority of forms ending in <-sz> in a Polish text do not require this rule for analysis, but more importantly, we may assume that if a form can be analyzed without this rule, we do not need to apply it in order to find a (further) correct analysis. To fully implement this notion means creating a ranking system for the rules, so that lower ranked rules are not consulted as soon as a higher ranked rule produces a viable analysis. This is made possible by the fact that the rules are compiled and invoked separately in sequence (cf. section 2.2.), instead of creating a single transducer with multiple outputs. The same idea also works similarly for lemma reconstruction, reducing redundancy further. In fact, very frequently a trivial analysis using the very common 'empty' rule can be reproduced redundantly using a more complex rule, for instance by applying a vowel alternation during analysis and undoing it in the reconstruction (/o/ > /ó / > /o/, etc.), and these are also avoided by prioritization. However several rules must be prioritized at an equal rank, such as the rule for syncope alongside the empty rule, since we may find homonymic forms requiring one rule or the other, e. g., <jedna>: 1. nominative singular feminine of the numeral 'one', with syncope of the second /e/ in the lemma <jeden>, as opposed to 2. third person singular present of the verb <jednać> 'to reconcile', whose suffix /-a#/ can also be found using the 'empty' rule, attached directly to a stem /#jedn-/ with no mutation.
Another heuristic is to prioritize suffixes. For example, in order to always successfully analyze plural only nouns we would have to generate both nominative singular and plural lemma forms whenever we encounter a plural noun, and both suffixes would need to be matched against reconstruction rules. Since plural only nouns are relatively infrequent, we can decide to look for them only if a singular lemma cannot be found, thereby prioritizing the singular lemma analyses. This assumes that we will not encounter a plural only noun which can also produce a separate singular lemma. Similarly reconstructions of Latinate nouns in /-um#/ from regular plural suffixes (<centra> : <centrum> 'center'), certain plural forms of verbal nouns and other distinctive but infrequent forms can be given lower priority. By applying all these shortcuts and heuristics we can significantly reduce the search space for our algorithm, in the case of a relatively long word form like <niebezpiecznego> down from 1,879 to 78 rule checks during analysis and reconstruction, a very substantial reduction down to about 4.1 %.
Applications and Outlook
The algorithm discussed in this paper has been implemented as part of a Windows tagging program called Polimorph (see Figure 2) . Currently using a basic dictionary of less than 28,000 lemmas (see section 3.1.), a set of 46 phonotactic rules and some 1,600 suffix entries, the program finds the correct lemma (regardless of disambiguation) for around 95 % of tokens in a running Polish literary text (excluding punctuation). Almost all failures in analysis result from lemmas missing in the dictionary (especially proper names, foreign words, acronyms, etc.), rather than inflectional irregularities, which are handled separately (cf. section 3.1.). Despite its good coverage, the program is still relatively slow, analyzing only a few words per second on an average PC. It has therefore been decided not to release it into the public domain yet, pending optimization, as well as expansions to allow it to better deal with less predictable non-literary texts. Nonetheless, Polimorph has already been used successfully to prepare a small Polish Bible corpus for a particular study (Zeldes 2007) .
The algorithm is a computationally more complex, but lexicographically more compact alternative to text-based morphological analysis techniques currently in use for Polish. Its advantages encompass three domains: recognition power, lexicon structure and morphological informativity. Firstly, by avoiding explicit phonemes where possible in favor of phonological features, it applies a small set of rules to mutations in all areas of morphology (the same phenomenon occurring in verbal or nominal inflection or derivation is handled by the same rule, which is ignorant of morphological signification). This circumvents problems arising from productive mutations that may not be documented in a suffix list.
Secondly, since the algorithm can test many rules before finding a lemma, the dictionary doesn't have to include variant stems (genitive forms, 1st and 2nd person singular for verbs, etc.) Ϫ almost all of these can be arrived at through some mutation, the single base form of which the algorithm will compute and verify in the dictionary. This simplifies not only the acquisition or creation of the lexicon, but also its structure, maintenance and expandability. At the same time, it also addresses the problem of non-standard analogical use of suffixes other than those listed for a lemma in the dictionary. For example, numerous masculine nouns take either the nominative plural /R1y#/ or /owie#/, as in <bio-lodzy> : <biologowie>, both of which are recognized as nominative plural forms of the word <biolog> 'biologist' (see e. g., Tokarski 1973: 101; Swan 2002: 67, 79) . Since the algorithm doesn't 'know' which is correct, it recognizes both, and any new forms that might arise following this pattern.
Finally, if the extracted suffixes are recorded as fields in corpora, this analysis makes various morphological investigations possible. Homographic (but morphophonologically distinct) suffixes can be distinguished and searched for in a corpus, e. g., the suffixes /R1y#/ and /R4y#/, both of which can signify nominative plural masculine, and both of which may be manifested as either <i> or <y>: <chłopi> 'farmers' and <biolodzy> 'biologists' both exhibit the former, while <chłopy> 'lads' and <ptaki> 'birds' exhibit the latter. Different but homographic derivational types may be distinguished, for example the verbal lemma <siać> 'to sow' has the suffix /R2ac#/, but most verbs exhibiting the same orthographic suffix are imperfective verbs derived from perfective verbs with the suffix /R3ac#/, like <wypuszczać> 'to let out', derived from the perfective <wypuścić> (using the same stem with the suffix /R2yć#/). The morphophonemic suffixes are thus more than a means for lemmatization Ϫ they form an additional layer of morphological information that would otherwise be ignored.
This data is also useful for historical corpora, where changes in the distribution of suffixes can be explored through suffix based queries. For instance, in earlier texts one usually finds the old masculine accusative plural in /R4y#/, but in Middle Polish there are also cases of the modern plural genitive-accusative in /ó w#/. It is also easy to define suffixes which are now obsolete for the analysis of older texts, especially as this does not entail creating the entire list of their possible orthographic representations, a resource which is unavailable for older language stages. For example, the suffix /R4em#/ is used for the neuter instrumental and locative pronouns and adjectives in some older texts (e. g., <dobrem> 'good' for modern <dobrym>); this suffix can simply be added to the suffix table if needed, and there is no need to compile and list multiple entries for alternations in stems (see also Zeldes to appear).
A weakness of the algorithm is that it relies on a division of each token into exactly two parts Ϫ stem and suffix. This means derivational morphology beneath an inflectional suffix is not covered, which creates some redundancy. For instance, the comparative adjective is derived from an adjective stem plus a comparative formant, followed by adjective endings, e. g.: <długi> 'long' : <dłuższy> 'longer' ↔ /#dług/ ϩ /R2sz/ ϩ /R4y#/. To analyze this form the suffix table must contain entries merging these morphemes: nom. sg. masc. /R2szy#/, gen. /R2szego#/… etc. Such repetitions, caused by a compounding of derivational and inflectional suffixes, are the main reason for the still not negligible size of the suffix table. A direction for future study is to define multi-segmental suffixes and continuation classes governing the combination of the segments, which would allow a very significant further reduction in suffix table size, as well as more accurate coverage of derivational morphology. Implementation of multiple segments can already be found in the analysis of Czech morphology in Sedláček & Smrž (2001) , where it is however applied on an orthographic level.
Another problem is dealing with non-suffixal morphology, most notably the superlative prefix 'naj-', added to the comparative form, although productive use of the negative prefix 'nie-' offers a similar challenge. At present these elements are explicitly checked for in the event that no lemma can be found (cf. Szafran 1997 for a similar solution, and likewise for the Czech equivalents Sedláček & Smrž 2001) , although in the future they could possibly be recognized alongside productive use of verbal prefixes using a multi-segmental approach.
